The debate surrounding the position of Saint Mary's College within the Notre Dame community entered a new phase Sunday night with a heated broadcast from WVFI-AM.

Two male Notre Dame students, whose names have been withheld, were scheduled to host a music show from 11 p.m. to 2 a.m. Instead, the students held a discussion program in which they expressed low opinions about Saint Mary's and we should treat them that way," according to a press release from WVFI.

The announcers themselves were solely responsible for the advertisement and broadcast excellence and we are deeply shocked and hurt by this incident. WVFI apologizes for the extreme disrespect and stereotyping.

"We've gone over professionalism with (the two deejays). They went against all those regulations. They knew what they were doing," Gallagher said. "The two men have since been fired."

"As for preventing shows like this in the future, which Gallagher has referred to as "an aberration from our normal operations," she emphasized that the expectation is now in the process of discussing and reinforcing ideas of professionalism."

"We have been watching other (deejays) shows to make sure that they adhere to our standards."

According to a press release by WVFI, the scattering show was a complete surprise to all station management. Adele Lanan, student activities advisor for all campus media, was equally shocked. "My understanding was that they could not come at a worse time. The University could rescind its decision (about FM) at any time."

ND/SMC Orientation counselors discuss stereotypes

"We don't try to promote ND, nor do we demote it," Jolie said, later adding that the orientation committee tries to choose students and scientists to complete the unearthing. "I think this discovery will bring more credibility to the program," said senior geological sciences major Theresa Kelley.

The fossil is believed to be the largest specimen of Tyrannosaurus Rex ever discovered, and lies in a dinosaur graveyard that could cover up to 15 acres. The fossil has not yet been completely excavated, although it has been protected. The University has not yet been formally identified, but it is not a T-Rex. Rigby and his team have been working with a yet undiscovered species of dinosaur.

"What we found was a small, juvenile T-Rex with a jaw some seven feet long," Rigby said. "There is some possibility that it may be new, and T-Rex may have to become T-who?"

Rigby and Earthwatch had planned to excavate the fossil up to five times. Rigby now needs permission from the Department of Agriculture Farm Services to finish this spring. This morning, permission was finally granted when Rigby obtained a federal antiquities permit to continue the excavation. He plans to leave for Montana Wednesday morning with a group of students and scientists to complete the unearthing.

"This discovery is important to paleontology," Tyson said, "and should not fail to travel and scheduling conflicts.

"We strongly discourage the spread of stereotypes in orientation and resident advisor training," Joliet said, later adding that the orientation committee tries to choose students and counselors who will not further those stereotypes.

The freshmen did ask questions about our experiences with Notre Dame," said Saint Mary's junior Sarah Spietz, who served as an orientation counselor last month. "We shared our experiences; most of
Defaming the University

This column is dedicated to Thomas Loughran—our beloved February 4, 2017, titular student of Notre Dame class of 1966 and Maureen Loughran (Saint Mary's College class of 1995). Okay, this subject has just gutted out of hand. Saturday night at WVFY, two guys claiming the protection of the first amendment to the Constitution came on the radio and began to spout off about why they thought that Saint Mary's College only radio and began to spout off about why they thought that Saint Mary's was pretty much just IUSB, and we should treat them that way—is impossible use of University-sanctioned airwaves. The death threats that the two women from Nor- Today's Staff
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Hurricane Nora does not keep boxer from enjoying Cabo

Cabo San Lucas, Mexico

Amid the howling winds, lashing rain, and churning ocean, Hurricane Nora is inflicting on southern Baja California, one man still draws a show.

As of 5:45 a.m. EDT Monday, Sept. 25, the hurricane was located 180 miles west-southwest of Cabo San Lucas, the U.S. National Hurricane Center said. The storm was forecast to weaken to a tropical storm by Tuesday and move away from the U.S. coast.

Hurricane Nora is bearing down on this rocky resort, and many dis­

ited tourists are packing up and heading back to the airport.

Early today, Nora's large and well-defined eye was visible in a satellite image. The hurricane's winds were gusting at 125 mph, with sustained winds of 95 mph. The storm covered an area 250 miles wide.

The tropical storm warnings in effect for the coast included Baja California Sur, where Nora was expected to make landfall late Monday or early Tuesday.

Just watch. The Leland Stanford Junior University building is lit up at night, it stands out like an 80-proof whiskey bottle on the skyline. In fact, it looks like an Absolut vodka ad. "I'm sure that EMC, being a casualty insurer, probably has maneuvered the Palestinian parliament into a subordinate role. "He is the symbol of Palestinian people, the leader, the only one who can unify us," he said."

Boy uses toothbrush as weapon

NEW ULM, Minn. A 16-year-old boy escaped from a juvenile detention center by holding a sharpened toothbrush to a jailer's throat and attacked a man with a golf club before being recaptured Monday, police said. The teen-ager, whose name was not released, had been at the detention cen­

ter on attempted murder charges for allegedly shooting a man in the face with a golf club in the victim 's garage as he was purely unintentional. "I'm convinced the architect who ran an attention-getting series of ads featuring images of what he saw as Notre Dame and what he cherished as a memory of his college years. The kind of obnoxious, elitist garbage that was broadcast on the "Voice of the Fighting Irish" stoned all over town and proclaimed that the pride of the college's past that zone is down, fast.

When my sister Maureen graduated from Saint Mary's, my father was too sick to make the pilgrimage to Indiana in some of his last letters to me, my father spoke about how much he loved this University and how proud he was of what Notre Dame has to offer. Notre Dame has graduated the best people I know. And witness 1994. Many of the people I know today are the member of what he said as Notre Dame and what he cherished as a memory of his college years. Notre Dame is a bad, obnoxious, elitist garbage that was broadcast on the "Voice of the Fighting Irish" stoned all over town and proclaimed that the pride of the college's past that zone is down, fast.
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**Her-story replaces 'his-story'**

Takaki stresses multiculturalism in historical contexts

By JOELLE FARMER

The surfer turned professor, Ronald Takaki, urged Monday night's audience to "listen to the voices" in order to achieve a deeper and broader understanding of American culture and ethnicity. Through historical examples, Takaki emphasized the responsibility that citizens and intellectuals have in helping people learn a more accurate history of who we really are as a nation and how we are all responsible for one another.

Takaki's lecture, "Multicultural Literacy in America," was the first in a series of five lectures entitled "Alternative American Geographies of Race, Ethnicity and Nation." These lectures are sponsored by the Notre Dame English Department and are funded by the Paul M. and Barbara Arents Visiting Scholars Endowment. The aim of this series is to create an environment in which the different voices of race can be discussed.

Through altering American geographies it is hoped that the vantage point of boundaries can be changed to create a more inclusive conception of what it is to be an American. Takaki is one of the foremost recognized scholars in this area. Viewing history as memory, Takaki spoke about the importance of who remembers and what is remembered in the writing of history. Typically spoken of as "his-story," Takaki opted to relate "her-story" to convey the experiences of Irish and Chinese women immigrants during the nineteenth century. After presenting his alternative geography to demonstrate the interconnectedness of the American experience, Takaki read a novel of an Irish woman and a series of telegrams between Chinese immigrants. Through this he illustrated that the stories are not dissimilar when taking the speaker's voices into account.

Takaki believes that we have reached an exciting threshold in American history. Through the expansion of the "master narrative" we call history, multiculturalism enables us to embrace a larger memory of who we are as a nation. By listening to the voices we can revitalize our identity as a nation, making it more inclusive and more accurate.

**Join the Author**

Emer Martin

at the Bookstore on

Wednesday, September 24

2 pm

She will be signing copies of her book "Breakfast in Babylon," the 1996 Book of the Year in Ireland that traces the path of a young Irish woman through the rotten underbelly of Europe. Described as "The female Trainspotting..." She will also be reading from her novel at 7:00 pm in the Hesburgh Library Auditorium.

**Have something to say? Use Observer classifieds.**
University of Notre Dame International Study Program

Engineering & Environmental Semester Study Abroad

Fall Semester at Notre Dame Australia, Fremantle

See if this Unique Educational Opportunity is for YOU.

Opportunities Include:
* Field studies
* Exposure to a unique and rich culture
* An unrivaled educational experience

If unable to attend, contact:
Prof. Clive R. Neal
neal.1@nd.edu

Information Meetings With
Prof. Clive R. Neal
Dept. Civil Engineering & Geological Sciences
Tues. Sept. 16th @ 5 p.m.
Wed. Sept. 24th @ 5 p.m.
Both in the Auditorium, Cushing Hall
If you see news happening, call 1-5323.
just went ahead without announcing it," said Lanan. "I told [Gallagher] that it could not come at a worse time. The University could rescind its decision [about FM status] at any time."

Lanan also pointed out that the issue will possibly be referred to Student Affairs. "Moving our project to full FM power is contingent on our current behavior and professionalism," stated Gallagher. Immediately preceding the show, during which many Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students phoned in to voice their dissatisfaction, Curtis Norvett aired his weekly show. Catherine Syner and Stacey Fuller, authors of a letter to The Observer that sparked the growing controversy, were guests on Norvett's program. The two Notre Dame students discussed their motivations for writing the letter, inspired by a Viewpoint letter written by a Saint Mary's student who was upset about Notre Dame football games.

"We felt it was offensive of her, pointing her finger at Notre Dame students. There are a lot of people who would pay a lot to see a game," said one of the pair.

Syner said that she had been receiving both positive and negative feedback from Saint Mary's students. "We got a lot of calls and emails from people (from Saint Mary's) interested in having a conversation and dialogue. As the week went on, death threats decreased," Syner explained.

Regarding Saint Mary's academic, one of the roommates said, "There is a very big difference between a regionally ranked and a nationally ranked school." Yet the two students defended their original position, proclaiming that "you have to stand up for your opinions because no one else will."

The show, during which one Saint Mary's caller was dubbed a "liar and a leech" by one of the hosts, was called an "irresponsibly reckless attempt to offend the audience" in WVFI's press release. The station apologized for the broadcast and called the behavior of the two hosts "offensive and hurtful."

Gallagher was similarly disappointed with the two students.

"Those guys last night acted out of disrespect for all of us. The other deejays are appalled," lamented Gallagher.

Editor's Note: When contacted for this article, Catherine Syner and Stacey Fuller declined any comment on their appearance on WVFI, other than to state that the radio interview would be their final contact with the media.

---

**Letter continued from page 1**

examination of issues, irresponsibly reckless attempts to offend the audience do not fall under the protection of free speech. We ask that the listening audience please judge us by our swift and harsh response to this incident and let it be known that we do not tolerate such offensive and hurtful behavior. We hope that you will continue to enjoy the overwhelming talent that the NDSMAC community has provided for the last 14 years on WVFI.

---

**WVFI continued from page 1**

Want to celebrate a friend's birthday with an ad? Call 1-6900

**Tickets**

Buy-Sell-Trade  
Seasons and Individuals  
GA's only-Confidential  
234-5650

Thinking of doing a year of service? How about doing it for a lifetime? Have you considered THE HOLY CROSS CANDIDATE YEAR? A one-year program at Moreau Seminary at the University of Notre Dame for college graduates interested in exploring the possibility of a lifetime of service as a Holy Cross priest or brother. Scholarship assistance is available.

Call or write for information:  
Fr. James King, C.S.C.  
Fr. William Wack, C.S.C.  
Congregation of Holy Cross  
Box 541, Notre Dame, Indiana 46556  
(219) 631-6385  
http://www.nd.edu/~vocation

**Come Find Out More About the URBAN PLUNGE PROGRAM**

Informational Meeting  
Wednesday, September 24  
7:00 pm  
LeMans Lobby  
Saint Mary's College  
All Students Are Welcome

For Additional Information Contact  
Rodney T. Cohen  
Director of Urban Programming & Outreach Development  
University of Notre Dame  
631-7949  
Jan Pilarski  
Justice Educational Coordinator  
Saint Mary's College  
284-4512

---

**Meeting for Notre Dame Lesbian and Gay Students Group**

Today, Tuesday, September 23  
For time and location of meeting, call: 1-8041  
NDLGS Group Advisors: Fr. Tom Gaughan, C.S.C.  
Sr. Mary Louise Gude, C.S.C.

All Meetings are private and confidential.
By ANNE G FRAN

Marv Albert trial commences

ARLINGTON, Va.

Marv Albert scolded "You've been a bad girl" and severely hit a woman in a hotel room for not bringing another man into bed with them, a prosecutor told the jury Monday as the sportscaster went on trial on charges of sodomy and assault.

Albert's attorney, Roy Black, countered: "Everything that happened that night was consensual. It was the same thing that happened every other night where Marv and (the woman) got together."

Black portrayed Albert's accuser as a troubled, vengeful woman who "collaborates" celebrities and would "brag about the celebrities she has had relationships with, people like Peter Jennings.

Albert, 54, is accused of hitting the woman on the back and forcing her to perform oral sex. The NBC sportscaster pleaded guilty Monday as the jury was listening to the words "Not guilty" in his deep, play-by-play voice. The charges carry a maximum penalty of life in prison.

Commonwealth's Attorney Richard Trodden said the woman, 42, was not seated in less than an hour when they met in 1986 when the accuser was a telephone operator at the Miami Airport Hilton hotel, and "it was a sexual relationship from almost the very beginning."

Trodden said the couple had several threesomes before, including trysts in Los Angeles and once in Miami, the last occurring in 1990 or 1991.

Because Albert's job prevented the couple from seeing each other for months at a time, Trodden said they engaged in lots of fantasy sex on the phone, and Albert's job of the conversation generally centered "on participating in a threesome with another male."

Trodden said that during their sexual encounters, Albert would "sometimes ask her to bring ladies underware for him to wear."

He said that on the day before the alleged attack, Albert had repeatedly told the woman of his desire for three-way sex with another man that evening.

When it was the defense's turn to address the jury, Black argued that the woman was lashing back at Albert because her life was unraveling: She had lost her job and Albert had recently told him he was thinking of getting married to another woman. He was divorced five years ago.

Black also noted that the woman had been released from a stay in a mental hospital just six weeks before the alleged attack.

"She became unbalanced, vindictive and wanting to get revenge on Marv Albert," Black said. "This is her revenge."

Black said the woman asked to be bitten and suggested oral sex because she did not have birth control. 

Jennings, through a spokesman in New York, said, "I am unaware of ever having met the woman referred to in the Marv Albert trial."

In his nightly ABC newscast, Jennings did a brief voice-over about the trial and did not mention that his name came up.

Earlier in the day, the jury was seated in less than an hour and a half after its members gave assurances they could handle graphic testimony about violence. The trial is expected to last about a week.

Black opened a window into the trial by asking 20 prospective jurors if they had ever seen "Fatal Attraction." The movie is about an obsessed woman who refuses to let go of a failed love affair and stalks her ex-lover.

Not all juror said they would be uncomfortable, and some said they would be disturbed by hearing about sex acts they themselves would not do.

Brian, Happy 21st Birthday!!

Love Always, Stacy & Joni

in Austria!

This and other facts will be explored at the Innsbruck Program Information meeting.

Thursday, September 25, 4:30 pm

210 De Bartolo

Prof. Ursula Williams, and recent participants in the program will be on hand to answer your questions.

STUDY ABROAD: IT'S GOOD FOR YOU!
Ties
continued from page 1
We serve as Dillon's orienta-
tion commissioner this fall. "I
heard stereotypes before I
arrived as a freshman, from
other dorms or people," she
added. "We promoted our
dorm, as opposed to saying things
about other dorms or people," she
added. "You immediately hear things
like, Zahm is the most hated
dorm. Then you meet people
who don't fit the stereotype," she
added.
Dame and Saint Mary's con-
tests completely separate ori-
entation weekends, other than
the large evening social activi-
ties. "I think Saint Mary's is left
out of our freshman orienta-
tion, and it might help if they
would be placed in a museum
after the excavation is com-
plete. "Unfortunately, the area
was the subject of vandalism, and
if it is known where the bones
are located, a red flag
will be raised causing possible
harm to the excavation," Rigby said.
According to Earthwatch, Rigby and his crew protected the skull with plaster, a
process known as plaster jacking,
and re-buried it in the ground.
"During past seasons, we
found the leg of a hadrosaur in
the vicinity, so we returned for
further exploration this summer," he said. "In July, four (Earthwatch) volunteers
literally stumbled over some
badly weathered bones and
insisted that we start digging.
Earthwatch shares the cost
and labor of scientific field
research projects and has been
funding Rigby's investigation
since its start in the begin-
ing of the summer. Rigby has
received Earthwatch support for
the past nine years.
The South Bend Tribune and
The New York Times con-
tributed to this story.

Fossil
continued from page 1
ors, after the excavation is com-
plete. "We are concerned that the
fossils be properly excavated
and prepared for placement in
the museum for the benefit of
the general public," said Roger
Bergen, president of Earthwatch.
According to Rigby, the site
was located where some of his
past teams had made discov-
eries.
"During past seasons, we
found the leg of a hadrosaur in
the vicinity, so we returned for
further exploration this sum-
mer," he said. "In July, four
(Earthwatch) volunteers
literally stumbled over some
badly weathered bones and
insisted that we start digging.
Earthwatch shares the cost
and labor of scientific field
research projects and has been
funding Rigby's investigation
since its start in the begin-
ing of the summer. Rigby has
received Earthwatch support for
the past nine years.

ATTENTION SOPHOMORES!
Get involved in 1997-98 JPW
The committee for this year's Junior Parent's Weekend is
looking for a Sophomore Chairperson. This is your chance to get
involved in one of the most exciting events of junior year. Don't let
this opportunity pass YOU by, apply now!

• Applications are now available at the LaFortune Information Desk

• Applications must be returned to 315 LaFortune by September 26.

If you have any questions please call Jeff Jones at x1631

E-mail us at:
observer.obsnews.l@nd.edu

Fidelity Investments
Cordially invites you to attend a presentation discussing career

Investment Management Opportunities:

Thursday, September 25 at 7:00 p.m.
The University Club
Main Lounge

Refreshments will be served • Casual attire

Fidelity Investments is committed to creating a diversified environment and proud to be an equal opportunity employer.
Town defends nuns from bishop

By ANDREW SELSKY
Associated Press Writer

ESPINOSA DE HENARES, Spain
During the Spanish Civil War, residents of this farming town rose in defense of the nuns who inhabited a convent on its outskirts. Now, they are doing so again. Sixty years ago, the people of Espinosa de Henares stood shoulder-to-shoulder before the white-walled convent to protect it from leftists intent on burning it and harming the nuns.

The Alamo-style church and convent is now besieged by a force cut from a very different cloth — by a bishop who is one of the most senior Roman Catholic officials in Spain.

Bishop Jose Sanchez walked into the convent Monday afternoon to expel its five mostly elderly nuns and renew his threats to excommunicate them if they refused to go.

One by one and in groups — the old, the young, parents cradling infants in their arms — most of Espinosa de Henares' 500 residents gathered in a plaza in front of the convent.

"We baptized our son in there," said Andres Garcia, gesturing with a nod toward the church and its white bell tower. "The nuns have always helped us. They gave me work building an extension to the convent," remembered Bautista Castellot, a gnarled 76-year-old. "As the hours ticked by and the bishop remained inside, the crowd grew angrier. Some women shouted for him to come out. Five green-uniformed Civil Guard police lounging by the door looked on warily.

"We may not be very Catholic in this town, but the nuns are a part of our lives," Castellot said.

Although most Spaniards are Catholic, few regularly attend church. Relations between society and the church are smooth, if businesslike. "But we humbly beg your Holiness, on our knees and with anguish, the singular favor of not carrying through the closure of this convent," the letter says.

The nuns — whose average age is 67 — wrote a desperate plea to Pope John Paul II Monday that Dolly will be bred next year. But there'll be no cloning. Not even artificial insemination.

Staff at Edinburgh's Roslin Institute, where researchers for the first time cloned a mammal from the cell of another adult mammal, said Monday that Dolly will be bred with a ram early next year to determine whether she's fertile and can produce healthy lambs.

"It will probably be a matter of putting them out in a field and letting them get on with it," said Professor Graeme Bulfield, the institute's director.

The breeding will determine whether Dolly's lambs would be affected by her unusual conception. Her offspring would be genetically different from her, and the ewes. Dolly the cloned sheep is to become a mother next year. But there'll be no cloning. Not even artificial insemination.

Scientists plan to breed Dolly the sheep

By GREG MYRE
Associated Press Writer

MOSCOW
Russia is cooperating with the United States to prevent the spread of missile technology to Iran, Vice President Al Gore said Monday, even though Moscow still intends to help build a nuclear plant in the Islamic nation.

Gore, who is holding a series of meetings this week with Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin, said Iran's alleged attempts to develop nuclear weapons and long-range missiles was a prime topic of discussion.

"We've spent a lot of time talking about Iran," Gore said at a government resort outside Moscow. "We've agreed to continue to share information and work closely to prevent the possibility of Russian missile technology from reaching Iran or any other rogue state." Gore said.

The Russians insist that their exports do not include parts or technology that could be used to build missiles or nuclear weapons. But the Americans fear that Iran could take Russian technology for the power plant and use it in the construction of nuclear weapons.

"I've tried very hard to explain exactly why we Americans feel so strongly about this," Gore said.

The Orthodox Church and many Russian political leaders say the measure is needed to defend the country against sects and cults. But critics say the law could be used to prevent even mainstream groups from operating freely.
Debbie Gibson quiz.” I had to tell people. The quiz was hysterical. My friend actually knew some answers and I was very frightened by this. But once again I couldn’t say anything because I knew the name of Jon Knight’s dog in the New Kids On The Block, enabling us to get into a secret Web site for only the most devoted followers.

I didn’t know any answer on the Debbie Gibson quiz except that she had perfume out called Electric Youth, and the only reason I knew that was because someone had bought it for me. I think that hurt me. But anyway, my favorite question went something like, “When you have a bad day, are you comforted by knowing that at least Deborah is okay?” No joke. That was actually asked. I didn’t get any credit for my answer of no.

Next we looked up Corey Haim. Please, do not do this. There is an actual picture of him naked. A vision of a teen idol was shattered right then and there in the computer lab. There is also a picture of Corey Haim and Corey Feldman taken together which is called “Corey Scream.” As if that isn’t obvious. I have to admit the Internet is a blast. I wouldn’t recommend spending your Friday or Saturday nights using it, but it is definitely worth spending time on. It is so amazing that anyone can just have their own Web page and put literally anything on it. I think I am going to make one, maybe devote it to Fred Savage since he doesn’t have one. Hey, I hear he is making a comeback with his new television show. I bet tons of people would visit it. After all, I visited the New Kids page, and that’s just as bad.

Bridget Rzezutko

what “cyber” really meant when someone asked if I was into it. Ewww, no. I was not.

But once overcoming that little obstacle I was okay. I had so much fun. I was a mixture of people during that time, I was a 23-year-old grad student from Texas, and a 15-year-old high school senior, and a married man with kids. I lied the entire time, not even feeling guilty. It was fun.

When that got a little old I turned into Nancy Drew and did a little sleuthing. Who did my friend Molly and I look up? Why, everyone from the 80s, of course. We looked up New Kids On The Block, two of them have children now, although all are still currently unemployed, they do get a little help from some of the local places but we did find her, and Fred Savage didn’t even have a web page. Poor little hasn’t. Molly then decided to look up Debbie Gibson couldn’t even rip on her because I had made her check each New Kids Web site for pictures of Joey-Joe. There is a page devoted to Deborah (not Debbie) by a crazed fan who met her once. There is an actual quiz you can take to test whether you are a true fan. We decided to print the quiz out. I volunteered to pick it up at the printer, which was a huge mistake. Sheets were flying everywhere and people were grabbing at them, checking to see if they were their papers. “Uh, no… that’s not your thesis in quantum physics, that is my
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Next we looked up Corey Haim. Please, do not do this. There is an actual picture of him naked. A vision of a teen idol was shattered right then and there in the computer lab. There is also a picture of Corey Haim and Corey Feldman taken together which is called “Corey Scream.” As if that isn’t obvious. I have to admit the Internet is a blast. I wouldn’t recommend spending your Friday or Saturday nights using it, but it is definitely worth spending time on. It is so amazing that anyone can just have their own Web page and put literally anything on it. I think I am going to make one, maybe devote it to Fred Savage since he doesn’t have one. Hey, I hear he is making a comeback with his new television show. I bet tons of people would visit it. After all, I visited the New Kids page, and that’s just as bad.

Bridget Rzezutko

what “cyber” really meant when someone asked if I was into it. Ewww, no. I was not.

But once overcoming that little obstacle I was okay. I had so much fun. I was a mixture of people during that time, I was a 23-year-old grad student from Texas, and a 15-year-old high school senior, and a married man with kids. I lied the entire time, not even feeling guilty. It was fun.

When that got a little old I turned into Nancy Drew and did a little sleuthing. Who did my friend Molly and I look up? Why, everyone from the 80s, of course. We looked up New Kids On The Block, two of them have children now, although all are still currently unemployed, they do get a little help from some of the local places but we did find her, and Fred Savage didn’t even have a web page. Poor little hasn’t. Molly then decided to look up Debbie Gibson couldn’t even rip on her because I had made her check each New Kids Web site for pictures of Joey-Joe. There is a page devoted to Deborah (not Debbie) by a crazed fan who met her once. There is an actual quiz you can take to test whether you are a true fan. We decided to print the quiz out. I volunteered to pick it up at the printer, which was a huge mistake. Sheets were flying everywhere and people were grabbing at them, checking to see if they were their papers. “Uh, no… that’s not your thesis in quantum physics, that is my
I agree with Professor Charles Rice (Sept. 12) in his statement of general principle of social morality as well as of Catholic philosophy; rather it does not induce a pathological state leading to death. In one sense, it is our action that shortens his life, and in yet another sense it is his underlying disease that prevents him from benefiting from the intervention, the underlying pathology is allowed to take its natural course. This does not involve the decision to remove the fatal pathology or at least to circumvent its effects.

This matter is far more important than any disagreement between Rice and me. In its bond and love among the students. And yet, in a few short weeks I have been introduced to cases of a woman I had been told about my whole life. My family flooded me with stories of legend and divinity, making me believe that this college was different from others, that it was special in its tradition and love among the students. And yet, in a few short weeks I have been introduced to cases of a woman being "abducted" while alone at night, plastered students brutally cursing at my assistant coach (from a safe distance, of course) only to be scared off by a security guard, and even a few Donors bashing at Saint Mary's students for seemingly trivial reasons. And now this. I really don't know what to say. What's going on? What are we thinking? Where's the love? These questions may be unanswered at today's Notre Dame. I'm not taking any chemistry courses, so I asked my RA if gold could be tarnished. "No," he said, "only if some- thing else is added to the gold to make it tarnish- able." And so, The Observer, Notre Dame student body, and The Rand Merchant, I have one more question to ask you all: What impurity have we put in our sacred Golden Dome?
Dear Lola,

I come from a family with a long history of substance abuse. I have witnessed the damage it can do and have decided, consequently, not to drink. My decision has never been challenged, but I'm finding it difficult to develop the kind of social life I was expecting from such a classy university. The social environment here revolves around drinking. I feel no direct peer pressure, but rather something inside, as if I am missing out. How do I reconcile what I know is healthy for me with wanting to be a part of the mainstream social life here?

Struggling in Alumni

Dear Struggling,

We know what you mean. It's always difficult to reconcile what you know is right and the way life just is. Keep on doing what you love, and surround yourself with people who respect you and your choices. There is so much more to do here, both on and off-campus, than people realize. Do you know there's a zoo in South Bend?? When you find yourself in the middle of the party scene, enjoy the humor in watching your friends make fools of themselves. It's actually quite entertaining. Kudos to you for your courage. College is about making memories, not blacking them out. You'll be just fine.

Dear Lola,

Help! I have a serious problem. It all started last year — how innocent the days! I was enjoying a cup of morning java in the dining hall (I refuse to reveal which one) when I thought to myself, "Damn these coffee cups are cool!

With great stealth I succeeded in smuggling one into my bag. Later that evening I realized with alarming solemnity that I needed the sauce.

Well, it all went downhill from there. Each meal I began to steal something (anything!) new: silverware, flatware, sugar shakers, spices, bowls, even the cheap Adworks table tents. My ultimate goal is to capture a tray. I began to steal something (anything!) just want to be a part of this university, you ask? How much more blue-n-gold can you get than such fine china? I've become a complete obsessive compulsive. Do you know if they provide the kind of assistance I need at the University Counseling Center?

Senior Katie Schott worked from 5 a.m. to 8 a.m. on Fridays at DeBartolo last year.

"People come in and swear at their computers when ever the server breaks down, which happens a lot," she recalls. "A lot of people end up asleep with their head on their keyboards or up against the screen. We had to go around and wake them up. I always wanted to ask them, 'Why are you here?'"

Occasionally, Schott added from 1 a.m. to 5 a.m., "We'd get drunk, stumbling back from Senior Hall to check their e-mail or something. The DeBartolo computer cluster just attracts really strange people. They come in with pajamas, where she says "if you got to be a little weird.""

Dealing with frantic people in the middle of the night is always a memorable experience, especially during finals week, when the line stretches outside of the building. Most of the incidents involve the printers, which feed from 58 computers, inevitably experiencing occasional paper jams and ink problems. In addition, consultants periodically catch people looking up inappropriate material on the Internet.

Senior Lola DeBartolo is the cluster at DeBartolo computer cluster (and a little coffee), you're guaranteed to hand in that paper. Of all the computer clusters on campus, the cluster at DeBartolo is the only one that has a consultant staff available during the early morning hours. The staff is split into pairs, each one working a night a week (the cluster is not open late on Fridays or Saturdays).

The graveyard shift begins at 1 a.m. and lasts until 5 a.m., and even though the pay is the same as the other hours, it is a highly requested slot among students. Nancy Marianne, who applied for the job via the Internet, preferred the early morning times because "the atmosphere is a lot more relaxed and the consultants don't have to deal with disturbing requests."

The only constraint with working the graveyard shift is one's class schedule. Most of the late night consultants have to complete one class the following day or classes in the afternoon. Tim Malin, who works on Tuesday nights, goes back to his room after his shift for a four-hour nap and then heads off for his only class of the day.

Do you have a problem? Got a dozen? Why not ask Lola! Remember: she's not a real doctor, she has a master's degree in advice! Mail or drop your questions by 314 LaFortune.

Night Owls Roost at the Computer Cluster

By EMMETT MALLOY
Accent Music Editor

Maye another class has taken too much of your time. Perhaps you should have stayed home Friday night and passed up those parties. You didn't really need to go to your investors' Club meeting, but you did. The bottom line is two in the morning, you've got a 12-page paper due at 9:35 a.m., and you just started working on a bibliography.

A couple of years ago, this would be the time for a nervous breakdown, especially if you didn't own a computer, but not anymore. Thanks to 10 ND students who stay up during the wee hours, the graveyard shift at the DeBartolo computer cluster (and a little coffee), you're guaranteed to hand in that paper.

SOME CAMPUS COMPUTER CLUSTERS:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Computer Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeBartolo</td>
<td>PC/Mac</td>
<td>Hesburgh Library</td>
<td>Open 24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LaFortune</td>
<td>PC/Mac</td>
<td>O'Shaughnessy</td>
<td>Open 24 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kletzo</td>
<td>Mac</td>
<td>O'Shaughnessy</td>
<td>Open 24 hours</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bond Hall (basement): PC 'til 1 a.m.
LaFortune (basement): PC 'til 2 a.m.
DeBartolo: PC/Mac open 24 hours
O'Shaughnessy: Mac 'til 2 a.m.
Hesburgh Library: PC/Mac 'til 2 a.m.

Dealing with frantic people in the middle of the night is always a memorable experience, especially during finals week, when the line stretches outside of the building. Most of the incidents involve the printers, which feed from 58 computers, inevitably experiencing occasional paper jams and ink problems. In addition, consultants periodically catch people looking up inappropriate material on the Internet.

Senior Lola DeBartolo is the cluster at DeBartolo computer cluster (and a little coffee), you're guaranteed to hand in that paper. Of all the computer clusters on campus, the cluster at DeBartolo is the only one that has a consultant staff available during the early morning hours. The staff is split into pairs, each one working a night a week (the cluster is not open late on Fridays or Saturdays).

The graveyard shift begins at 1 a.m. and lasts until 5 a.m., and even though the pay is the same as the other hours, it is a highly requested slot among students. Nancy Marianne, who applied for the job via the Internet, preferred the early morning times because "the atmosphere is a lot more relaxed and the consultants don't have to deal with disturbing requests."

The only constraint with working the graveyard shift is one's class schedule. Most of the late night consultants have to complete one class the following day or classes in the afternoon. Tim Malin, who works on Tuesday nights, goes back to his room after his shift for a four-hour nap and then heads off for his only class of the day.

Do you have a problem? Got a dozen? Why not ask Lola! Remember: she's not a real doctor, she has a master's degree in advice! Mail or drop your questions by 314 LaFortune.
**UFC 200**

By FRED GOODALL

Associated Press Writer

**Tampa, Fla.**

They're young, they're unloved - America's "turlings" as one recent headline described them.

But more than anything, the Tampa Bay Bucaneers are trying to keep the team's best start in 18 years, as well as the attention of fans, in perspective.

The Bucs haven't finished with a winning record since they earned a post-season berth back in 1982, and coach Tony Dungy said yesterday that everything they can to avoid mention of the "g" word in assessing the club's 4-0 record.

"I think it's still a little too early to be talking about the playoffs. But that is something that I have talked about with our club," said Dungy, whose even temperament has set a tone for the way the players have handled success.

"We talk about winning championships. We talk about winning playoff-type games. We'll talk today about letting the competition know where it is, please call Ryan at 4-1665."

**BUCANEERS ARE TRYING TO EARN A POST-SEASON BERTH**

Monday, Sept 23, 1997

The Bucs' eighth-round draft pick was lost last Tuesday.

By FRED GOODALL

Associated Press Writer

**Tampa Bay Buccaneers are trying to earn a post-season berth in their first game or you'll be a big game, you're not going to be able to allow that to happen," Dungy said.

"To a man, the Bucs say the challenge of the remainder of the season is to keep improving. The goal is to eventually win the Sun Bowl again in order to make the most of their five games on the way to an appearance in the NFC championship again this season.

"That's what I want people to see and be happy for me and to love about. I think what I've seen that I've lost the confidence, the perserverence, the ability to make me better."

Dungy's numbers this season are encouraging. But the pirates' offense has been more...
Youngsters team up for tour

By JOHN NADEL
Associated Press Writer

**LOS ANGELES**

Venus Williams may have some famous family company on the tennis tour, a 17-year-old friend from the same hard courts where gunfire crackles in the distance.

Williams and Katrina Nimmers have known each other most of their lives, growing up together in South Central Los Angeles.

Now there is the possibility of the two players forming what would be one of the most attractive rivalries in tennis. Of course, much has to happen before that comes to pass.

But Williams certainly showed what she could do when she reached this month's U.S. Open finals. And Nimmers, for now, has the look of a winner, relishing a chance to join Williams.

"We're close friends," Nimmers said. "We know there's going to be competition, but we're going to have to play on the court, you take care of business." Nimmers said. "We hit the ground, it just makes you stronger, it makes you a better player.

Business begins Tuesday when Nimmers makes her professional debut against Elizabeth Cameron in prequalifying for the $50,000 Citibank USTA Challenger, a circuit tournament in Santa Clara.

"I think I've seen it all," Nimmers said. "I think just makes you stronger. It puts your goals clearer. I'm not going to be fearful. Where I'm from, not too much else is going to scare me." Nimmers said.

The Williams family moved to Florida several years ago, thinking such an environment would be better for the tennis future of Venus and her 15-year-old sister Serena, also a top prospect.

"It was very close," Mike Nimmers said. "We hit the ground running, it just makes you stronger, it makes you a better player.

...Martinez batted only once, but Williams certainly showed what she could do when she reached this month's U.S. Open finals. And Nimmers, for now, has the look of a winner, relishing a chance to join Williams.

"We're close friends," Nimmers said. "We know there's going to be competition, but we're going to have to play on the court, you take care of business." Nimmers said. "We hit the ground, it just makes you stronger, it makes you a better player.

Business begins Tuesday when Nimmers makes her professional debut against Elizabeth Cameron in prequalifying for the $50,000 Citibank USTA Challenger, a circuit tournament in Santa Clara.
To get the real flavor of a Big Six accounting firm, you must sample all its opportunities.

To understand the ingredients that make up a Big Six accounting firm, you must read the label.

To get a taste of a Big Six accounting firm, you must attend the Coopers & Lybrand event on


The Taste of C&L

Monogram Room

7 – 9 PM

Casual Dress

Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P.

a professional services firm
Texas fans express concern

Longhorns look to recover from embarrassment

By CHIP BROWN
Associated Press Writer

AUSTIN, Texas

Texas center Ryan Fiebiger was looking for a couple of hours of mindless relaxation this weekend when he accompanied his girlfriend to the flag football game of two small children she was babysitting.

But before Fiebiger could even get comfortable in the bleachers, he overheard two people behind him complaining bitterly about how badly Texas played in its now-ranked team since The Texas played in its now-ranked 11th at the time of "Rout 66" and suffered the mostlopsided loss by a strangers, even my family. A lot of people are still upset about that loss. I hope we can get a couple wins and the fans will forget about that.

"If we lose to Rice, a lot of people are going to write us off for the rest of the season," said offensive tackle Jay Humphrey. "We have something to prove. We have to show that we still have a good football team."

Texas coach John Mackovic said Rice will be trimming with confidence after its win over Northwestern and probably will be looking to send a message to Texas, which bolted the Southwest Conference for the Big 12. Rice, Texas Christian and Southern Methodist then were forced to find a new home, landing in the Western Athletic Conference. Houston joined Conference USA.

"This is Rice's chance to shock the nation," Mackovic said. "We are talking about WAC power. I think the WAC teams have something to prove. They were disappointed about not getting into the Big 12."

"We are not going against Rice. We are going against the entire WAC," Mackovic said.

Asked if the Longhorns would come out hungry and desperate, the way UCLA did against Texas, Mackovic said, "I hope we're hungry. We better be. We don't have a choice."

Mackovic said James Brown is recovering from his ankle injury and expected to start at quarterback Saturday.

Brown said he is eager to play after sitting out of the UCLA game. Brown said he had asked Mackovic for the chance to play in that game and thinks he could have made a difference.

"I don't know if we would have won, but just judging from the past, we would have scored some points," Brown said. "I would have found some way into the end zone."

Brown said he's not 100 percent, but added that nothing will keep him on the bench this week. "If I can't run, I'll just limp as fast as I can," he said.

"The Longhorns' defense, which has yet to prove it can stop anybody, must contend with a Rice offense that has averaged 347.7 yards a game on the ground and 407.7 total yards."

"I don't think anyone should expect us to shut down the triple-option offense," Humphrey said.

"They are going to get some yards. We have to get them into long yardage situations and get them out of their plan."

Please recycle the Observer
Por favor, reciclen El Observer

P&G

Presents
Technology and Engineering at Procter & Gamble

Featuring
P&G Management Systems, Product Supply and Product Development

Where - When
Morris Inn Alumni Room
Wednesday, September 24
7:00 pm

Refreshments provided
Casual Dress

Visit our Web Site at http://www.pg.com/careers

College Football Top 25 Schedule

Saturday, Sept. 27

No.1 Florida at Kentucky, 3:30 p.m.
No.5 North Carolina vs. Virginia, Noon
No.6 Michigan vs. Notre Dame, 3:30 p.m.
No.7 Ohio State at Missouri, Noon
No.8 Auburn vs. Central Florida, 7 p.m.
No.11 Iowa vs. Illinois, 12:30 p.m.
No.13 LSU vs. Akron, 8 p.m.
No.14 Virginia Tech vs. Arkansas State, 1 p.m.
No.15 Washington State vs. Boise State, 5 p.m.
No.16 Colorado vs. Wyoming, 3:37 p.m.
No.17 Clemson at Georgia Tech, 7:30 p.m.
No.18 Kansas State vs. Bowling Green, 2:10 p.m.
No.20 Stanford vs. Oregon, 10:15 p.m.
No.22 Texas A&M vs. North Texas, 3:35 p.m.
No.23 Brigham Young at Southern Methodist, 3 p.m.
No.24 UCLA vs. Arizona, 3:30 p.m.
No.25 Arizona State at Oregon State, 4 p.m.
We welcome representatives from the following groups who will recruit Wednesday night. We thank them for the service opportunities, training and support that they provide for Notre Dame and St. Mary’s students in post-graduate volunteer programs.

Alive
Alliance for Catholic Education
Amate House
Americorps- Chicago
Americorps- St. Louis
Annunciation Volunteer Com.
Apostolic Volunteers
Archdiocese of N.Y. Teacher Program
Associate Missionaries of the Assumption
Boys Hope/Girls Hope
Bread for the World
Cabrini Mission Corps
Capuchin Franciscan Volunteer Corps
Capuchin Youth & Family Ministries
Carmelite Volunteer Community
Catholic Charities - Baltimore
Catholic Network of Volunteer Services
Center of Concern
Channel Program
Christian Appalachian Project
Clarion Vols. & Lay Missionaries
Colorado Vincentian Volunteers
Congregation of Holy Cross
Covenant House Faith Community
Farm of the Child
Franciscan Outreach Association
Franciscan Volunteer Ministry
Franciscan Volunteer Program
Fund for Public Interest Research
Good Shepherd Volunteers
Holy Cross Associates
Humility of Mary Service
Inner-City Teaching Corps
Jesuit Volunteer Corps
L’Arche - Cleveland
Lasallian Volunteers
Marist Volunteer Service Com.
Marist Volunteer Program
Mennonite Volunteer Service
Mercy Corps
Missionary Cenacle Volunteers
NET Ministries
Passionist Lay Missioners
Passionist Volunteers - East
Providence Volunteer Ministry
Red Cloud Volunteers
Redeemer Ministry Corps
Response-Ability
Rose Hill Center
Side By Side Lay Mission
Soc. of Our Lady of the Most Holy Trinity
St. Catherine’s Indian School
Su Casa Catholic Worker House
VESS
VIDA Volunteer Program
Vincentian Service Corps - Central
Vincentian Service Corps - East
Volunteers in an Act of Hope
We Care - IHM Volunteer Services

Sincerely,
Stephanie Nichols
Class of 1997
Red Cloud Indian School
Pine Ridge, SD 57770
saders@sioux.sodak.com

You are invited to meet with representatives of the service programs
WEDNESDAY
SEPTEMBER 24
7-9 pm
STEPAN CENTER

Sponsored by the Center for Social Concerns and the Class of 1998
Pre-season favorite
Fisher ties in opener

Green Wave miss field goal as time expires
By ANTHONY BIANCO
Sports Writer

As the Siegfried and Fisher football teams took to Stephan Field this past Sunday, both were hoping their first game would set a more forceful tone for the season than the 0-0 tie game that was played.

The Fisher Green Wave threatened early, starting the game with a strong offensive drive that placed them on their opponent's 10-yard line. There Siegfried's defense stepped up, holding them at the 10 as they threatened to score. Deciding not to attempt the field goal on fourth down, Fisher's drive ended as a result of loss of downs.

Fisher had another opportunity, this time late in the fourth quarter, to get on the board with a 41-yard field goal attempt. Chris Bacus, the kicker for Fisher, watched the kick fall short as time ran out for both teams.

Leading the Fisher offense was running back Jamie Ricker. Despite several key carries, team captain Sean Lynch commented, "He just couldn't punch it in for a touchdown. Fisher quarterback Mark Schultz struggled at times to find his receivers.

Although Siegfried's defense proved resilient throughout the Green Wave attack, their offense was less successful. Their best scoring drive in the first half was broken up by a Brian Griffin interception. Siegfried turned the ball over one other time in the game. Guard Bill Cerne recovered the fumble for Fisher.

Siegfried running back Erik Hilman pointed out, "We didn't run the offense the way we wanted. That's what kept us off the board."

Siegfried (ranked 8th) will face Sorin next Sunday at 2 p.m. Fisher (ranked 1st) will take the week off.

Fisher ties in opener

Sorin's defense held Knott on two key plays to keep them from scoring. The first came early in the first half when quarterback Mario Suarez was sacked after Knott drove to their 13-yard line. The second drive came in the third quarter when Sorin blocked a sure touchdown on a 25-yard pass, but then was unable to convert fourth down.

Despite forcing turnovers like this interception, neither Siegfried nor Fisher were able to score any points.

Dillon storms past Stanford in season opener 20-2

By JEFF CORRIS
Sports Writer

This game was a story of two completely different halves. The first half was a very physical struggle that lacked any big plays. The only scoring in the first half was a Stanford safety near the end of the second quarter. Dillon had two scoring chances but was stopped each time on fourth down by a strong Stanford defense.

The second half consisted of Dillon physically overpowering Stanford. The Stanford defensive front seemed to tire and the Dillon offensive line was able to control the game. They opened huge holes in the Stanford defense and Dillon was able to march down the field for three second-half touchdowns.

Keough 20, Alumni 0

Second-ranked Sorin began their season on Sunday with a scoreless tie against 11th-ranked Knott Hall. Sorin's defense held Knott on two key plays to keep them from scoring. The first came early in the first half when quarterback Mario Suarez was sacked after Knott drove to their 13-yard line. The second drive came in the third quarter when Sorin blocked a sure touchdown on a 25-yard pass, but then was unable to convert fourth down.

Despite forcing turnovers like this interception, neither Siegfried nor Fisher were able to score any points.

Men's IH Football Schedule

Sunday 9/28

Stepan North 1 p.m.
Stepan South 1 p.m.
Stepan Campus 3 p.m.

Stepan South 1 p.m.
Stepan Campus 3 p.m.

Sunday 10/5

Stepan North 1 p.m.
Stepan South 1 p.m.
Stepan Campus 3 p.m.

Carroll vs. Siegfried
Keough vs. Sorin
O'Neill vs. Zahm

Dillon vs. Keough
Siegfried vs. Sorin
Carroll vs. Knott

Morrissey vs. Stanford
Keough vs. Keenan
Dillon vs. Off Campus

Knott vs. O'Neill

Sorin vs. Fisher

W

The Observer/Brandon Candura

Both Dillon and Keough were able to use the running game to score against Stanford and Alumni, respectively.

By ANTHONY BIANCO
Sports Writer
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Second-ranked Sorin began their season on Sunday with a scoreless tie against 11th-ranked Knott Hall. Sorin's defense held Knott on two key plays to keep them from scoring. The first came early in the first half when quarterback Mario Suarez was sacked after Knott drove to their 13-yard line. The second drive came in the third quarter when Sorin blocked a sure touchdown on a 25-yard pass, but then was unable to convert fourth down.
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Walsh comes from behind to defeat Lyons, 12-7

By BRAD RODRIGUES and PAUL DIAMANTOPOULOS

The Observer • SPORTS

Opening the season in dramatic fashion, No. 5 Walsh came from behind to defeat the No. 4 Lyons of Lyons Hall, 12-7. The Pyros came out fired up and ready to play, but it was Lyons who dominated the play for much of the first half. Walsh had the turnover of an off-sides penalty on its first and only first down, giving Lyons the ball at the 9-yard line. Lyons quarterback Carolyn Parnell connected with wide receiver Amy Kramer from 15 yards out for the touchdown. The conversion attempt failed and the score remained 7-0 at the half.

Midway through the second quarter, junior lineman O’Donnell went down with a sprained ankle, which proved devastating for the team. 

“After the first half, they were dominating us, and it was a challenge for us to come back,” Walsh’s quarterback Sean Bodkin said. After the second quarter, Lyons was leading, 7-0.

Co-captain and middle linebacker Angie Fister led the defense early in the third quarter for the second time this season. Lyons began the possession at the 18-yard line. 

“Offense was shooting themselves in the foot. We didn’t execute, and we didn’t make any adjustments,” Lyons head coach Sean Bodkin said. “And we made a lot of mistakes, but we came back. We’re going to work on a lot of things. We’re going to work on a lot of things. We’re going to work on a lot of things.”

Walsh’s defense stepped up and forced Lyons to punt on their first possession of the third quarter. 

“We’re going to work on a lot of things. We’re going to work on a lot of things. We’re going to work on a lot of things.”

On the very first series of the game, Lyons drove down the field by brilliantly executing the option. The Pyros used option to make the score 8-0. Walsh’s defense stepped up and forced Lyons to punt on their first possession of the third quarter.

The first score of the game went to McGlinn on a 20-yard run through the line and set up to punt. Luck would strike again as McGlinn focused on his punt.

The final result was a 12-7 victory for the Pyros.

“Walsh played very well, but we were in control of the game for a long time. We’re going to make the necessary adjustments and be ready to go against Welsh Family,” said Fair.

“I’m really proud of our defense in this game. We put a lot of pressure on them off Campus and we’re also able to contain them,” said Ascione.

The defense wasn’t done quite yet. Sophomore corner-back William Healy helped keep Off-Campus to a minimum of yards and points on the board. Walsh’s defense stepped up and helped keep Off-Campus to a minimum of yards and points on the board.

“We were able to get in on the play,” remarked Plummer after the game.

“I’m really happy with what we did out there. We were able to come together as a team. It was a team effort, and we really wanted to get in on the play.”

A free kick from sophomore kicker Megan McNally in the end zone for the Pyros.

“When Welsh faced McGlinn on Sunday, it was truly a game for the spectators. The Pyros had scored a touchdown. The game was played on its first two drives of the game.
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“The defense was awesome. They really pulled through for us,” said McNally.

Breen-Phills 7, Pangborn 0

The girls of Breen-Phills posted a 7-0 win over Pangborn. Freshman RBWR Katie Leicht caught the only touchdown pass of the game off of a fly pattern from 23 yards out. The defense was stellar, intercepting two passes in the game.
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The girls of Breen-Phills posted a 7-0 win over Pangborn. Freshman RBWR Katie Leicht caught the only touchdown pass of the game off of a fly pattern from 23 yards out. The defense was stellar, intercepting two passes in the game.
The Notre Dame volleyball team will look to improve upon its 6-5 record tonight. Although Marquette, at 12-3, posts a better record, the Irish have won the last six matches they have played against the Warriors.

Volleyball

continued from page 24

Warriors' volleyball squad.

"I'm really excited to be seeing her," commented Boylan. "Due to our busy schedules on and off the court, I haven't been able to see her for a long time. I'm also happy that my parents will be able to watch." As for who her parents will be cheering for, Boylan remarked, "My father will be sitting in the stands wearing a Notre Dame shirt and a Marquette hat, but my mother's not taking any sides."

This match is also the final one before the Irish begin Big East conference play, in which the team hopes to recapture their conference title for the third straight year.

"I'm really excited to be seeing her. Due to our busy schedules on and off the court, I haven't been able to see her for a long time. I'm also happy that my parents will be able to watch."

Denise Boylan, on playing against her sister Susan

"While I haven't been able to pay close attention to our conference opponents," head coach Debbie Brown commented, "I think that this year's opponents will be pretty comparable to last year's. Villanova might be a little tougher, and they were a difficult challenge for us last year. Connecticut is another team that has improved this year. Pittsburgh might be a little down, just simply because they're pretty young. They lost a few players to graduation and they don't have as much experience."

"I think that we're definitely prepared for Big East play," Boylan remarked. "There are a few things that we have to work on, but we're ready and we're looking forward to it."

Freshman setter Denise Boylan (above) will get a chance to play against her sister when the Irish face Marquette tonight.

At left, the Irish celebrate after a recent win and hope to do so again tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the Joyce Center.
Welcome to our gay and lesbian students
Campus Ministry welcomes any gay or lesbian undergraduates, or those discerning their sexual orientation, to come together for conversation, support and friendship. Call Kate Barrett @ 631-5242 or Alyssa at 634-1884. All conversations are completely confidential.

Eucharistic Ministers Workshop
Sunday, September 28, 3:00 pm
Basilica of the Sacred Heart

Freshman Retreat
Applications for Freshman Retreat #12, September 26-27 are now available for freshmen in Carroll, Cavanaugh, Dillon, Farley, Fisher, Morrissey, Pangborn, Stanford, and Welsh Family Halls. Applications will be sent to the students, or may be obtained from the Rector or from 103 Hesburgh Library Office of Campus Ministry. Applications are due in Campus Ministry, 103 Hesburgh Library TODAY, September 23.

Hispanic Student Retreat
Friday-Saturday, September 26-27
Lindenwood Retreat Center

Liturgical Choir Retreat
Friday-Saturday, September 26-27
Five Pines Christian Family Center

Weekly Eucharistic Adoration
Beginning Monday, September 22, and each Monday thereafter during the Academic Year, Campus Ministry will sponsor a 24 hour period of Eucharistic Adoration in Fisher Hall Chapel. Adoration will begin with Mass at 11:00 p.m. on Monday nights and end with Mass at 11:00 p.m. on Tuesday nights. For more information, please call 631-7800 or 631-5242.
Jaguars block Johnson in route to narrow victory

By DAVE GOLDBERG
Associated Press Writer

JACKSONVILLE, Fla.
There must be something about the night air that brings out the gremlins in kicking games.

The Jacksonville Jaguars were unable to get off a game-winning field goal on the final play of regulation in New England and lost in overtime. Arizona also won in overtime at Philadelphia, the New York Jets had a field goal blocked on the final play of regulation in New England and lost in overtime. Arizona also won in overtime at Philadelphia, the New York Jets had a field goal blocked on the final play of regulation in New England and lost in overtime. Arizona also won in overtime at Philadelphia, the New York Jets had a field goal blocked on the final play of regulation in New England and lost in overtime.

"Don't ever take anything for granted," Jaguars coach Tom Coughlin said. "One of the things I've noticed this year are the night games..." said Pittsburgh coach Bill Cowher, who feigned a hit on Hudson as he raced by the Pittsburgh bench.

"It's unfortunate when fought your butts off and it comes down to a kick," said Pittsburgh coach Bill Cowher, who watched as Bob Johnson in route to narrow victory. Jaguars block Johnson in route to narrow victory. It was Bettis who rallied the Jaguars (1-2), rushing for 114 yards, 97 in the second half as the Steelers took a 21-20 lead. Indeed. It was Bettis who rallied the Jaguars (1-2), rushing for 114 yards, 97 in the second half as the Steelers took a 21-20 lead.
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WERE NOT DATING A VENDOR YESTERDAY
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YOU ALWAYS SAY THE OYSTER

DAN SULLIVAN

YOU'RE FEISTY, I'D BETTER GET THE OYSTER
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Boylan sisters ready to go head to head in match

By Tom Studabaker

Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men's soccer team looks to continue its winning ways when they face the Panthers from Eastern Illinois tonight at Alumni Field. It will be the first ever meeting between these two teams.

Irish hope to carry momentum into tonight's game

By Tom Studebaker

Sports Writer

Notre Dame's volleyball team continues a six-game home stand tonight when they host the Marquette Warriors at 7 p.m. in the Joyce Center.
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